9/9/2013 SACUB Meeting Minutes

Attendance: Trevor S., Eric S., Joey M., Jaclyn H., Yue Z., Drew H., Chase J., Samuel K., Callie L.

- Introductions
- UC Trivia
  - Team “New Born” Won
- Overview
  - Last Year
    - SACUB-Athletics
    - SACUB-CRC
  - Check In’s
    - Check to see what the organizations, we give money, are actually using the money for and measuring their successes.
  - Meeting Thursday with Debra
    - Drew, Luci, and Chase will have a meeting with Debra to figure out the details pertaining towards SACUB for this year.
- Ideas:
  - Educate students on how the university spends the money
  - Attract younger students so they can see the progress over the years
  - Twitter Account
  - Whatever you think is inefficient on campus send to Drew
  - Biweekly instead of every week

Next meeting will be on September 16th, 2013 to further discuss issues and grasp a better understanding of our job for the current year.